The EUCVET Game
The story of ECVET & the European Class concept
The European educational and training systems need to be improved to better provide the means for
all citizens to realize their potentials, and to ensure sustainable economic prosperity and
employability (European Education & Training 2020).
Secondly, opportunities for individuals to study or work in another European country will help to
improve employability and life skills for the individuals and contribute to the competitiveness of the
European economy.
However, there is great diversity in the European landscape of vocational education and training
systems. To transfer qualification from one system to another may be difficult when some are based
on units and credit points, others are based on tasks and work processes. ECVET – the European
Credit System for Vocational Education and Training – is a solution to overcome the obstacles these
differences create.
The European Class concept provides vocational students the opportunity to do some part of their
vocational education and training abroad at one of the partner schools. The educational units of the
European Class as well as the mutual work process have been created using the ECVET framework to
facilitate the transfer, accumulation and recognition of learning outcomes gained abroad.
Within the European Class partnership, European vocational schools collaborate to create attractive
and extended learning opportunities abroad. The European Class prepares students for the European
labor market by providing high quality vocational education, linguistic training, and intercultural
competence development.
The European class concept is based on stand-alone educational units of learning outcomes that may
be integrated into any European vocational education and training program. They may also be
offered as separate training pathways in higher vocational education.
The European Class concept utilizes the following ECVET tools:


Units of learning outcomes: is a component of a qualification, consisting of a coherent set of
knowledge, skills and competences that can be measured, assessed, and validated.



Learning outcome: is a statement of what a learner knows, understands and is able to do on
completion of a learning process. A learning outcome is defined in terms of knowledge, a skill
or a competence.



Memorandum of understanding (MoU) a framework agreement between partner
organizations, from two or more countries, confirming cooperation arrangements and
procedures. The MoU sets out the roles of involved partners and specifies those conditions
via which credit can be achieved and potentially transferred.



Learning agreement (LA): The Learning Agreement defines and describes the conditions for
the mobility of an individual learner. The LA is agreed between, and signed by, the sending
and host organizations and the mobile learner.

Whilst the Memorandum of Understanding provides an overview of the units of learning
outcomes being targeted and sets general conditions for recognizing learning outcomes, the
LA provides more detailed information on learning goals and content for an individual
learner.


Assessment of learning outcomes: One of the core principles of ECVET is that (units of)
learning outcomes achieved in one setting are able to be assessed and, following successful
assessment, transferred to another setting. In this context, credit can be understood as
successfully achieved and assessed learning outcomes.
In the framework of geographical mobility, assessment has two main roles:
- It provides a basis for the validation and recognition of learning outcomes and thus for
credit transfer.
- It makes learner progress - the extent to which a learner gains knowledge, skills and
competence during mobility - more visible and thus gives added value to mobility.
In order to establish trust, to promote credit transfer and to ensure the added value of
mobility, home and host organizations need to discuss assessment and to agree on the
following issues:
- Who will assess the learner?
- How will learning outcomes be assessed, in what context and where?
- When will assessment take place?
- What procedures are in place to ensure the quality of assessment?
- How will assessment results be recorded



Europass Mobility: The Europass Mobility is a personal document, which is used to record an
organized period of time (a mobility experience) that a person spends in another European
country for the purpose of learning or training.
The Europass Mobility is intended for any person undergoing a mobility experience in a
European country, whatever their age or level of education. Europass Mobility might be
helpful to you if you are undertaking any of the following:
- a work placement in a company abroad
- a student undertaking a term abroad as part of a higher education program
- a worker undertaking a voluntary placement in an NGO.

How to play the EUCVET Game
To play the EUCVET Game
The objective of the EUCVET Game is to fill one’s Europass Mobility as quickly as possible with
transferable, measurable and recognizable learning outcomes. You accomplish this by going abroad
for European mobility. The first player who returns home with a complete Europass Mobility is the
winner of the EUCVET Game.
Preparing for the game
Print the EUCVET Game board, twice the amount of the Europass Mobility document as there are
players in the game and 10 pages each of the euro bills. Use a pair of scissors for cutting the different
pieces!
Each player starts by filling in his/her personal data to the Europass Mobility document and add any
dates for the duration of the mobility.
Elect one of the players to be the The Banker. The The Banker who plays in the game must keep
his/her personal funds separate from those of the The Bank.
Each player is provided a mobility grant of € 25000 from the The Bank at the beginning of the game.
Starting the game
Each player in turn throws the dice. The player with the highest total starts the play. All players place
his/her token on the

marked "START", then throw the dice and move your token forward

the number of spaces indicated by the dice.
After the palyer has completed his/her play, the turn passes to the left. The tokens remain on the
spaces occupied and proceed from that point on the player's next turn. Two or more tokens may rest
on the same space at the same time. It is not allowed to move back and forth in the same place!
If a player decides to fly to another destination, he/she will have to pay € 100 and wait until next turn
to act.
If a player runs out of money, he/she has to return to start and will no longer be part of the game.

Action cards
There are two sets of action cards – the EUCVET cards and the European Mobility cards. The cards
should be kept in separate stacks with the texted side downwards. Each time a player arrives at a
European Mobility or European Class stop, the player to his/her right draws a card for one of the card
stacks depending on if the stop is a EUCVET stop
or a European Mobility stop
and reads it
aloud to all players. If the player can’t provide a correct answer, anyone of the other players may
have a go!

Template for the Europass Mobility

Template for the euro bills

Template for the euro bills

Template for the euro bills

The European Mobility Action cards – Use a pair
of scissors to cut out the action cards!
Unfortunately, you have nowhere to stay during your traineeship abroad since
the sending and receiving organizations have overlooked this matter in the
preparation of the mobility. You have to check in to a hotel and pay € 100 a
night (to the the Bank).

If you would like to make the roles and responsibilities clear to everyone
involved in a mobility exchange, which of the following documents would you
use for that purpose:
a) the Europass Mobility
b) the Learning Agreement
c) the Memorandum of understanding
Correct answer – you may re-roll the dice once!

This a typical learning objective in English in vocational education: “The student
should be provided the opportunity to develop the ability to express oneself
and communicate in English in speech and writing”. Use this learning objective
to create a work task that would be understandable for a company receiving
the student and responsible for organizing the internship for the student.
- No answer, you’ll have to wait two turns to throw the dice again.
(e.g. Task: Communicate with team members in English about daily work to be
accomplished and how to organize it.)
After six weeks of hard work as an intern in the reception of this international
hotel you have achieved great language skills in English. The supervisor in the
workplace adds the following learning outcomes to your Europass Mobility: “At
the end of the mobility has achieved excellent level of communication in English
to handle guests at the reception desk”.

After having been away on European mobility working as an intern at an event
company for four weeks, you have achieved great computer skills that the
supervisor at the workplace adds to your Europass Mobility: Great skills in using
MSOffice tools for processing documents

During your internship at a PR and media company you have been involved in
the work to develop their new marketing plan and been responsible for
planning and conducting two PR activities. Your supervisor adds the following
job-related learning outcome (skill) to your Europass Mobility: He/She is able to
develop a marketing plan and use marketing and PR instruments.

You have lost your wallet and by that your credit card and your money. You
have to hand in half your mobility grant to the the Bank and sort things out with
your the Bank at home to get a new credit card.

You have lost your Europass Mobility! You have to get a new one from your
school back home and start from the beginning to fill it with learning outcomes.
Return to START!

Unfortunately, you have nowhere to stay during your mobility since the sending
and receiving organizations have overlooked this in the preparation of the
mobility. You have to check in to a hotel and pay € 100 a night.

Sorry! The receiving organization had no information about your prior
competence or job profile so you'll prepare coffee and answer the phone for
the next three weeks 
You will have to wait two turns to throw the dice again!

Uuups! The receiving organization were not aware or prepared for receiving you
for your traineeship. You have to return home and start all over!

Sorry! The receiving organization had no information or agreement with the
sending organization about what learning outcomes you’re supposed to achieve
during the mobility you'll not achieve any recognizable learning outcomes. 
You will have to wait two turns to throw the dice again!

If you would like to make the roles and responsibilities clear to everyone
involved in a mobility exchange, which of the following documents would you
use for that purpose:
a) the Europass Mobility
b) the Learning Agreement
c) the Memorandum of understanding
Correct answer – you get an extra roll of the dice!

The Europass Mobility is a document:
a) to be used for translating a national qualification to another language
b) to help people make their skills and qualifications clearly and easily
understood in Europe, thus facilitating the mobility of learners and workers
c) to be used only for recognizing academic achievements gained abroad.
Correct answer – you get to move 6 steps ahead!

During your mobility abroad you have proved to be a valued co-worker. You
may add the following social skills to your Europass Mobility: Fits in very well
with team members. Adapts very well to rules of conduct and company values.

There are so many learning opportunities during a mobility abroad! You have
now achieved a certificate of competence in first aid that you may add to ‘Other
skills’ in your Europass Mobility: Basic first aid training (15 hours) and
completed certificate of competence.

You have managed very well during your traineeship abroad. You may add the
following organizational skills to your Europass Mobility: Good capacity in
organizing the tasks carried out during the placement – identify priorities –
manage efficiently relations with other team members

You’ve been informed that you’ll do common tasks related to the job profile of
the vocational program you attend. However, when you start your traineeship
abroad you’re expected to do other tasks you haven’t been trained for. What
document should you have been provided and signed before the mobility:
a) Learning agreement
b) Europass Mobility
c) Grant agreement
Correct answer - You won the first prize in DG Education & Employment quiz.
You get €100 from the the Bank!
You have managed very well at your traineeship abroad. You may add the
following job related skills to your Europass Mobility:
Manage a domestic electric installation
- plan the resources needed
- order the material required
- interpret schematic diagrams
- install and test wiring systems
- complete job documentation
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The European Class Action cards
Congratulations, the school you arrived to is a European Class partner school!
By that, your school at home and the receiving school have worked out on
beforehand what learning outcomes you should achieve during the mobility and
how to assess them. This information is gathered in your Learning agreement
that you, the sending and receiving organization signed before you left for
mobility. Therefore, you now feel very welcomed, excited, and well prepared
for the mobility!
You get two re-rolls of the dice!

Welcome to this European Class partner school! Using the units of learning
outcomes, this European class partner school has established great
collaboration with local and regional businesses for internships. The companies
are very happy with the collaboration since they receive information on
beforehand about the interns' competence level, are able to organize the
internships in advance since they know what work tasks the interns will be able
to do and how the supervisors are supposed to assess them. That way the
interns have become an asset to the companies!
You get a small salary of € 500 from one of the satisfied companies!

You're lucky to be a European Class student! The European Class offers you a
learning experience that provides you an opportunity for personal development
and to improve your linguistic and cultural skills and get to know great European
classmates. As a result, you feel more European and that you can go anywhere
to study or work in the future!
You get to move 10 steps ahead!

All European Class schools know each other very well and have developed great
mutual trust. That means, they trust each other to deliver the training for the
learning outcomes described in the agreed unit for the mobility. By that, it is
easy for the sending organization to validate and recognize the students'
achieved learning outcomes as part of the national qualification.
You may add one of the following learning outcomes to your Europass Mobility:
- Job: He/she is responsible for applying the right strategy to fix identified faults.
- Social: He/she is able to cooperate in a team with European team members
- Language: He/she is able to communicate in Italian with team members and
customers to carry out common tasks related to the job profile.
All European Class schools know each other very well and have developed great
mutual trust. That means, they trust each other to deliver the training for the
learning outcomes described in the agreed unit for the mobility and have full
confidence in their European colleague's way of conducting the education and
training. By that, it is easy for the sending organization to validate and recognize
the students' achieved learning outcomes as part of the national qualification.
You may move ahead 6 steps!

A learning outcome is a statement of what someone knows (knowledge),
understands and is able to do (skills and competence). Make up your own
learning outcome for a job related skill, language, computer or social, beginning
the sentence using one of the intros below. Add the completed learning
outcome to your Europass Mobility:
a) He/she knows…
b) He/she is able to…
c) He/she is responsible for…

Due to the close cooperation between the sending and receiving organization in
involved in this European Class you are provided the opportunity to become a
certified international welder during the mobility abroad. You manage all the
theoretical and practical test and may add the following job skill to your
Europass Mobility: He/she has achieved the diploma for fillet welder

As a student of a European Class you get to know other European classmates
providing you great opportunities to develop your network of European friends
and contacts for potential employment in the future. This makes you feel more
European and ready to continue study or work abroad after graduation.
You get a free flight anywhere in Europe!
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